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what kind of clay will you work with? Different types of ciay (or clay

bodies) have unique qualities that make them suitable for different uses'

you might use one clay body to make a large sculptural work and another

to make fine teacuPs.

Clay is a material that constantly challenges the artist' As a potter' you

must get to know your clay because each clay has a distinct personality' Th"

better you know your clay, the more successful your work' The key factors to

learn about are plasticity (how easy or hard a clay is to shape)' shrinkage'

texture, and moisture.

In this chaPter, You will:

o Learn how to PrePare claY

before You use it
* Discover the manY tools

you can use with claY

e Build an architectural structure

using PaPerclaY

"Pottery, if it is ta be

of any l"asting value,

must have life."
Vivika Heino
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Ke"y T*rms
traditional
pottery

grog

wedging
kneading
aesthetics

Fig. 2-3, The artist plays arith ths viesver by plaelmg sectiexrs of a thrcwn Xrct
arranger:!€nt" *{sw does the pie*e retain tkre ir::pressio* of a thrown vessel?
Sr,rrdenr rvorl, Fiatie Earp, Fragtnent lza:;:, 2OLIB. Slal: constructicn, r,yheel-thrown ner:k and base,
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together in an unlikeEy

:i:nc 5 glazes. sprayrci.
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€Xay Fropext&es
m.* ft+
$rg&$€EffRtry
Most beginn"r, ,rr" a highly plastic clay,

or one that can easily take different
shapes. A good plastic clay for beginners
is earthenware, which stands up well to a
lot of handling and can be used to form a
variety of objects.

Numerous factors can make clay more
plastic. For instance, you can mix in some

ball clay to make your clay easier to shape.

Ball clays are highly plastic. They are not
used alone because of their high shrinkage
rate-instead, they are used as an addi-
tive. Algae and bacteria aiso make clay
easier to handle as they grow in aging clay.

Some artists store bags of clay that look
slimy and old. Experienced potters prize
this clay because it is so good to work with.
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All clays shrink as they dry. CIay can crack
when it shrinks if the potter doesn't care-

fully monitor the dryingprocess. When
the dried clay is fired, it will shrink again.

It's frustrating to spend a lot of time
creating an artwork only to have it crack.
You can minimize the number of pieces

you lose if you familiarizeyourself with
how your clay shrinks, at what rate, and
what you can do to affect the process. See

page 265 for a test to help you determine
how much your clay will shrink.

Fig" ?*?. This delightful 3,000-year-old vessel's
playft.rl:nood gives it a.ontemparary quality
that tysns(cnds time.
Nortircrn Iran. i'rr,rrnir Vr:sr-r1 ulllt ll yri |ililrurr-1rii: Fi"i,i r:ltl
Iroi) l-Il)nrllrs, 1.0U0-.8{']0 ncl. (ollection nf thr Arthrrr: \4.
Slckler Fcrrnrlaliot. Ne,.v York.

Fig. il-3. This work is a corqrbination nf organic
a*d geometris foyms. Horcr do its axpressive
q*alities of m*vernent and characteriza*ion
hetrp rre*t* a speciflc mood?
S:Lrdr,nt rvrrh, -lose S;:ntillian, Cit.1;, ?()()7. fiartht;rw.lre,
cold finislr*','l
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Fig. 2-5. How wnuld you
describe the texture on
this hand-built figure?
Sturlent r.r'orlt, L,isa Southerl on.

.F.!tythnnt S|novt, ?0i]!). Red ,rnd

ivhirc r:irry. h:rnd-built, iow fir:e

pJazcs.

Fig" :*4. How did this artist ne€d to plan for
clay shrinleage as he developed this tatrl scerlp-

ture?
llili Steu'art, f'rog Ltaar, L,!i9. I{and-built tcrracolt;:,ritir
siirs arrC glazes, nrulliple firings, r:or.re 05, 7,1' x 23' v, 14"
r I B8 r 58 x IJ5.5 r:nr). ilourtr.sy oi the artist. Phr;io b1'

l:l:Lice i\{ilier.

ffi Shrinkage is part of experienc-

ing clay. If you make a clay sculpture that
includes pieces of different thickness,

remember that the thin pieces will shrink
more rapidly than the thick ones. Unless

you slow down the dryingprocess for the

thin pieces, the work may crack or break.

Wrapping thin sections in plastic or
painting them with wax resist (see page

156) will help to slow the drying process.

Kswffepsm
The texture of a clay body can range

from coarse to smooth. Much studio clay

contains additives that modify it, making
it easier to shape or stabilizing it so that
it shrinks more uniformly when drying.
The quantity and type of additives affect a

clay's texture.
Coarse clay contains sand or grog, and

is best forlarge, thick-walled pieces. Medium-

coarse clay can be used for hand-built
slab work, tiles, and large coiled vessels or
figures. A smooth-textured or fine-grained

clay is good for throwing pottery, bead

making, and other delicate work.

., : :.r:: :: :r;::.:l!:.:iJtl;li::L
:: rr:-: r :!.::::;ri;,tr5!ji!.
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Sffismfi5'q*u*
It is important to learn how water affects
the clay you work with. All clays contain
water. You can add water to clay to make

it more workable or plastic. Add too much
water, however, and the clay loses plastic,
ity-it won't hold any shape at all.

Claybegins to dehydrate, or lose
moisture, when it is exposed to air. As you
work on a clay project, you will occasion-

Xexture
The texture of a clay body is how it
feels to the touch-coarse, medium,
or smooth. Texture is also the physi-
cal surface structure of the finished
clay piece-such as pebbly, ridged,
satiny, or grooved-and this surface
structure can create diverse effects.

When light hits an object, it strongly
defines the texture of that object.
If an object is in shadow or dim light,
the surface texture may be reduced
or become imperceptible. When the
light is bright, depending upon its
position, the texture becomes active
or even dominant.

Fig. ?-S. fEay tha* is inore than cne i*:ch tltiek
ffirust be hclEslra/ed t* aB3*w hid*en znoisture to
e*cagle. What part l:S this styt€ctu*'s €s ho$l+w?
Stqrlerl u'orl{, Ta;u1cr Ir. ?earrc,l./!ttr:i -Jan, 2009. Slab and
molied ceramics. core UC sr.cnervare.

ally need to rehydrate, or put water back
into the clay, to keep it moist. Mist it with
water from a spray bottle or dampen it
with a wet sponge. When you're not work-
ing, cover the piece with plastic to keep it
from overdrying.

Some water remains in the clay no mat-
ter how dry it seems. This water is driven
out only when the clay is fired.
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Clay that looks dry but feels cold still
contains water and should dry out further
before it is fired.

A thick piece of clay can contain

trapped moisture. This moisture will turn
to steam when the clay is fired and can

even cause the piece to explode during

the firing process. Artists who build large

pieces or pieces with thick walls typi-

cally add gtog(crushed ceramics) or an

organic material like sawdust to the clay

to make it more porous.

Once the clay is fired, it becomes

permanently harder, stronger, and less

likely to break. It can never become plastic

again.

ffimaqffi3&mg ffiEmy
Now that you're aware of the different fac-

tors that affect clay, it's time to familiarize

yourself with the actual raw material. De-

veloping your sense of touch will make it
easier to work with clay. When you handle

cLay, pay attention to how the clay feels

and try to take in as much tactile informa-

tion as possible.

Flatten a lump of claY on Your work-

space. Smooth the surface with your fin-

gers. Roughen the surface by digging into

it, poking it, or scratching it. Use a damp

sponge to smooth the surface again. How

does the clay surface react when you add

water and pressure?

ffi Cut a lump of clay in half. Roll

one piece into a ball. Take the other piece

and roll it into a short cylinder (like a

short, squat candle). Stand the cylinder up

on your workspace. Place the ball on top

of the cylinder so that it stays balanced

there. Does the shape look symmetrical-
do its opposite sides match? Does the

rveight of the ball affect the cylinder? How

far to the side can you move the ball

before it falls? If you roughen the surface,

1.i11 the ball stay in place?

Preparing the elay
Before you make anything with clay, you'll

need to prepare it. Whether your clay is

premixed or you add water to a dry mix,

the clay should always be de-aired before

you begin. Air pockets in the clay can

throw a wheel-thrown pot off-center or

distort the shape of a hand-built slab. The

time you spend working the clay at the

wedging table can save you a lot of time

and frustration later.

Kneading or wedging eliminates air

bubbles and keeps the internal structure

of clay more cohesive and consistent. You

can use several methods to achieve this.

Find the one that works best or feels most

comfortable, and make it your own.

Do your wedging on a canvas-covered

board or plaster slab, to absorb any extra

moisture. Work on a surface slightly lower

than table height. In this way, you can use

your upper-body strength as leverage.

Fig. 2-?" Students wedge clay. Photc by Ann Periy.
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Fig" 2-S" Ciay reci'ciing
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Casas Crandes
Revival
Pottery that has been formed by hand,

painted with natural pigments, and

fired with an organic fuel (like wood or

dung) is referred to as traditional
pottery. Pottery-making traditions
handed down through the ages still

survive relatively
unchanged in some

areas of Africa, Asia,

Mexico, and South
America.

Fig.2-9, HohokamVes-
sel, 300 cn. Red on buff
jar. Courtesy of the Heard

Museum, Phoenix, AZ.

NA-SW-HN-A4.18

During the first to
the late thirteenth
century CE, pottery

was made in the city of Paquime in
northern Mexico's Casas Grandes val-

ley. It became an important commod-

ity on a network of trade routes. The

pottery was remarkable both for its
high quality and for its designs.

The original Casas Grandes pottery
tradition died out in the fourteenth
century when Paquime was destroyed

by fire. Over time, new settlements
arose in the area-small villages where

farming and cattle were more signifi-
cant than trade and crafts.

Today, hundreds ofyears after

Paquime disappeared, the style of
its pottery is once again thriving. An

extraordinary example of how a tradi-
tional style can live again is seen in the

revival of the Casas Grandes style by

contemporary Mexican potters.

This revival began in the late 1970s

thanks to Juan Quezada, a lifelong
resident of Mata Ortiz in the Casas

Grandes valley. As a young boy during

the 1950s, Quezada gathered firewood

in the mountains near his village. He

often found and admired7}}-year-
old pieces of Casas Grandes pottery.

Determined to discover how Paquime's

people achieved such perfection in
their ceramics, he experimented with
clay, natural pigments, and firing tech-

niques for twenty years. Through trial
and error, he gradually mastered the

ceramic art that had flourished centu-

ries ago. He shared his skill with his

family, and, ultimately, with the other

people in his community.

Quezada's fascination with the

Casas Grandes pottery style eventually

transformed not only his life but that
of his village. Quezada continues to

teach, while his pottery is sought after

by museums and collectors worldwide.
A second generation of potters has

now emerged to continue the legacy.

Fig. 2*10. How is the design ofthis Casas

Grandes revival pot similar to the traditional
pot shown in Fig. 2-9?
Jose Silviera, ,t4ata Ortizpot,2000.Courtesy of the artist.
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ffi You can recycleyour clay scraps
by mixing them with water and pouring
the soft mix on a plaster slab. Leave the
clay uncovered. The water on the surface
will evaporate into the air at the same
time moisture is absorbed by the plaster.
The clay can then be wedged or kneaded
back into a workable consistency.

@[f!ll| Little bits of clay that end
up on the surface ofyour worktable are
harmless. However, when they are
brushed onto the floor, these crumbs

break down into smaller and smaller
particles which then scatter into the air
you breathe and can cause lung damage.

Practice these simpie actions to help
limit your exposure to clay dust:
s Wear protective clothing. put

on an apron or smock when you begin
work and take it off when you leave
the studio. When it gets messy and
grubby-and it will after a week or
two-take a few minutes before the end
of class to wash it out in soapy water,
rinse, and hang it up to dry.

* Capture clay dust with water.
Use a wet sponge to clean tables, tools,
wheels, and sinks. Clean spills on the
floor with a wet mop. Brooms and
brushes only make more dust-avoid
using them.
Don't eat while in the studio.
Ingesting clay dust can be harmful.
Wear a respirator ot dust mask.
When sanding, scraping, or mixing dry
clay, wear a dust mask or respirator.

Fig, 2-3.1, In order to produce a $uc(ess*
farl ceramic v*s*el, arf,icts throughout
history have begun their proce*s by
thoroughly preparing their clay.
i{crca, 1!otf/r. il 6t}: clritrrr:y. St:ottr'w,trc. {.orrrt.its!,
o j' IJ;vi:r Ar"t S,l jrlll
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Premixed clay comes in 2S-pound bags.

Drop the bag on the floor a few times to

soften and compress the clay particles

before wedging. Choose one of the follow-

ing techniques and practice it using two

pieces of cIay, one white and one dark,

each about the size of an orange. Use a

wire tool to cut the clay into pieces from
time to time during the process to check

for air pockets, which you can easily see.

Slap the pieces together and continue

kneading or wedging until clay is uniform
in color. You'llbe able to hear air bubbles

pop as you do this-it sounds like some-

one chewing gum!

Xmphasf,s
Emphasis is the sig-

nificance, or importance,
that you give to some-

thing. A potter might
decide to emphasize a

particular area of the clay

formby creating a special

design in that area using

design elements such

as line, texture, color,

or shape. Or, the entire
form might be elegant in
its simplicity, in which
case the potter has em-

phasized the form itself.
Find and describe an area

of the work shown in Fig.

2-12where you think the
potter used emphasis.

Fig. t*12. What ave the
areas cf emphasis on this
piece? Which {!}res ar€
domi:rant? Why?

Siudent work, Andrerv ll;llmer,
Pu;; .. '. h jU.Jh. V,'lJ h'ill
colied, :ild n'heel-thrcwn eartlien
u'are, glazed ccr:e 05.

The method you choose is a matter of
individual preference-there is no right or

wrong choice. Some prefer kneading-the
movement is similar to kneading bread

dough. Other potters hate to knead and

prefer to wedge. Try both methods to

discover your own preference.

How much time does it take to elimi-

nate the air pockets and blend the two
colors into one? Plan to use that same

amount of time whenever you prepare

your clay.
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ffieammd&wag
This method is best suited to small- or
medium-sized pieces of cIay. Both hands

work together doing the same action side

by side.

e Take a lump of clay and form it into
a loaf shape, using the palms of both
hands.

Forrn a loaf shaBe"

Continue to press down hard with your
palms to force the clay into a longer
roll. Slam it down onto the work table

to make the loaf more compact.

Cut the loaf in half down the center
(you can use a wire cutter or tear it
apart with your hands). Look for any

air pockets.

Teav or cut in half," eheck for air pockets.

Forcefully slam the two pieces of clay

together to make one lump.

Pick up the flattened clay and stand it
on edge.

Push the clay down with both hands so

that it forms a single lump.

Stand on edge; pash dowr.

e Repeat the process from the beginning
about 20-30 times to rid the clay of air
pockets.

Fig" ?-L3. F€sr,+ dc tfue sems*ry qualities *f the
eEe*igre €$Frvey uxEty, rhy*hm, and haEance on
tEais c*ladcss bowl?
Suzanne l:1. Conire, D e rorati.": e B ul 1, 2flC6. Throvrn,

high-6r: prrcelain wiih slip d.eccrarion, 3" q 6.5 'r 6.5"
(7.6 r 16.-; r 16.5 cm.). Ccrirtesy of the artist.
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WmdEimg
In wedging, the potter's left and right
hands work opposite to each other. The

left hand turns the clay and the right
hand pushes down. Wedging works well

with large pieces of clay-an experienced

potter can wedge alarge amount of clay

very quickly. A good wedger at work is

something to see. Other people in the stu-

dio will stop what they're doing to watch

the performance of the rhythmic move-

ment, and the way the clay responds.

The traditional wedging technique is

the "Spiral." It requires some upper-body

strength and can be hard on your wrists.

An alternative wedging technique, the
"Ram's Head Spiral," is gentler and gener-

ally works better with smaller pieces of
clay. Experiment with both and find the

one you like best.

Sp#mmR
Begin with a lump of clay. Place one hand

against the base of the clay with your

thumb pointing up. This will be your

lifting and turning hand. Put your other

hand on top of the clay lump on the op-

posite side, palm down. This will be your

pressing-down hand.

One hsnd llfts
aRd tnrns, the other
presses dnwn.

m Lift the clay with your lifting hand, and

press it down with the other hand. Use

your lifting hand to turn the clay lump

a quarter-turn to the right. As you do

this, push the clay on the opposite side

of the wedge down with your pressing-

down hand.
* Get into a turn-and-push rhythm.

I"ift, rotate Y*,

press dcwn onto
cpposite side.

@

&

s

Cut the wedge with a wire tool and

examine the halves for air pockets.

Slam one half down on the table.

Slam the other half on top of it.
Push the pieces together into a vertical

cylinder.
* Start the process again.

Repeat several times until you don't see

any air pockets.
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Fig. 2-14. How do the sensory qualities ofthe
appliqud design convey unity, rhythrn, and bal-
ancs on this thrown platter?
Robert Putnam, tlntitled. Stoneware, cone 9 reduct:ion,

19" (48.3 cm) diarneter. Courtesy ofthe artist. Photo by

Janet Ryan.
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fl!lsf![ As you work with clay,

notice that different processes require

particular effort and endurance. Physical

ergonomics is the science of adjusting the

workplace to help reduce the risk of bodily
strain and injury. Follow these ergonomic

principles when wedging your clay:

* The surface of the wedging table should

be at knuckle height when your arms

are relaxed at your sides. This way, you

use the big muscles in your shoulders

to push and pull rather than the small

muscles in your arms, wrists, and

hands. If the wedging table is too high,

stand on a stool or platform.
* Drop yowbagof clay on the floor a few

times to soften it before you begin to

wedge. This helps to compress the clay

molecules and shortens the time spent

wedging.
e The repetitive twisting motion of wedg-

ing can be hard on your wrists. When
pressing down on the clay with the heel

of your hands, release some pressure as

you approach the movement's comple-

tion. This helps relieve your wrists from
the full resistance they would encoun-

ter if they continued pushing hard into
the table.

R&muw ffiemd Sp6mm&
e Begin with a lump of clay the size of a

large grapefruit and put your hands on

each side of it.

Grasp the clay with both hands and

start turning it toward you, almost as

if you were turning two doorknobs
(one on either side of the clay lump).

Turn top o{ clay, pttll wit*r &ngers.

Use the weight of your body to push

the clay down and away. With your fin-
gers, pull the clay toward you. Use your

fingers to make sure the clay doesn't

spread outward, but stays compact. Use

very slight movements to turn the clay

over and inward upon itself. Handling

large amounts of clay can trap air.

Pu*h day away with body xreight
whitre turning clay inward.

When the clay feels like it has a more

even consistency, pick it up, shape it
into a ball, and start again.

Repeat several times.

ffi use light pressure to turn the

clay onto itself. This brings trapped air to

the surface. Heavy pressure tends to push

the air inward and traps it deeper.
Position ofhands.
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XcoXs: Fkys&ea& and W*rbal
Wfu9*m€mmg gmm*s

In the studio, you will discover there is

a wide array of tools for every possible

need. Some people would be lost without
their personal toolbox full of equipment.

Others are content with a few basics like

a rib, wire, a pointed wooden stick and

needle tool. You can purchase your tools

from an art supply store, fashion them

from discarded kitchen utensils, or im-
provise and make your own. Since a tool
merely adds strength, range, and exten-

sion to your fingers, you will find that
certain ones will become your favorites as

you continue working with clay.

Another kind of tool is a sketchbook to

try out your ideas on paper before you be-

gin different projects. In addition, you can

keep a binder for slides or photographs of
your pieces. Note the title, dimensions,

and date completed on each one. This re-

cord shows how your ideas have developed

and how your work has progressed.

V*efumB KmmRs
In addition to basic physical tools, verbal

tools will enable you to discuss the clay

medium, your own work, and the works

of others. Words are powerful-they can

help you describe what you're trying to do

and give you a common vocabulary to use

with other artists. They can also enhance

your own ideas and perceptions about

ceramic art.
Throughout history, people have tried

to express their emotional response to an

encounter with a thing of beauty. Writ-
ing, thinking, and discussion about what
is beautiful, tasteful, or pleasing is all part
of aesthetics, a branch of philosophy

that deals with beauty. The word aesthet-

ics comes from the Greek aesthetikos, or
"sense perception." The language of aes-

thetics, therefore, applies to anything that
can be perceived by the senses: a painting,

a poem, the human form, a landscape, or a

ceramic piece.

The word aesthetics can also mean the
principles that define a taste or fashion.

In the next chapter, for example, you'll
read about the aesthetics of Japanese tea

bowls. When used in this sense, aesthetics

refers to the artistic ideal of a particular
culture and art form.

When you describe works of art, the

words you use should describe those

qualities your senses respond to, or the

aesthetic and sensory qualities of the

object. As you become aware of these

qualities, you can develop a framework to

describe the character of ceramic works.

Using words in this manner is referred to

as criticism.
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ffi Analogies between the pot
and the human form have always existed.

Their parts even have common names-
foot, belly, shoulder, neck, lip, and so on.

When you look at the pots in Fig.2-1,6,
which part first catches your eye? Do the
other sections have similar or contrasting
characteristics? Explain how the sections

relate. What do you see? Do the parts flow

together or are they disjointed? How
.,vould the surface feel? Is it smooth or
rough?

Sig. 2-1"6, Easic clay-building *echniquss €an
produce striking results, These p*ts, arrhose

f,crms were inspired by calabas!: goerds, are
typical cf those found at the royal coer€.

Uganda, Graphlte-glazetl pots (c.nsumbi) , f::orl the Ganda

people, 19th century. Ciair, graphite. tallest is 131'," (34 cm)

high. O'Ihe Britjsh Nlu-"eum.
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Fig. ?*1?. What sensory and formal qualities
add ts the delightful feeling of movemerrt

within *his piece? How does the glaae color

contribute to its aPPeal?

Student rvork. Vuthy Sok , Irct)- BlLte SI1T:' 2007. Wheei'

thrown, s1ip, cone .1-0.

Sig. 2*f8. Namo the sensof,y end formsl
qualitic* of thls work.
Ann ir*rty Snrith, Frrssin Wa/lpicr*:, ?007. \{hite 5toilew,1r(:

c1a5r, 1 4" x .Ll1' x ?,5' (il6 s !!3 x {i crn). Slab-built errd lr'httl-

thtowlr Farts, hand'earved and nr:ul.Pi.dd, hattei-si:r:np*'d ft:r:

textLire, 511;.rzer"iireel tn cone [)ti, grceu cc'lrre1orr.

i.'11:,rlii,:r' ,1

$*eps &m &mmtket&c
$eamm&mg
Use these steps to scan-make a visual

inventory of-your impressions of a

ceramic work. After identifying the ob-

ject's external characteristics and seeing

how they are organized, you can look for

deeper meaning in the work.

3 Note the obiect's sensorY
qualities. Sensory qualities refer to the

design elements of shape and form, line,

color, space, and texture.

$hagn* asEd Fcssxa As you look at a pot's

profile or silhouette, how would You

describe it as a two-dimensional shape? Is

it geometric (square, rectangle, triangle,

oval), organic, or a combination of both?

Now look at the pot's three-dimensional

form. Is it a cube, a pyramid, a cylinder' or

a combination of forms? Is it open, closed,

or free-form? Now look at the parts (foot,

body, neck). How would You describe

their forms? How do they relate to one

another?

5*fime Lines can be described according to

their width (thick, thin, tapering), length,

and characteristics (sharp, fuzzy, continu-

ous, or broken). Do the lines of the pot

suggest movement (circulating, flowing)

and direction (curving, horizontal, ver-

tical, diagonal, parallel)? Do they have

boundaries or edges?

Conor How would you describe the color

of the clay body itself (warm, dark, rich,

pale)? How would you describe the glaze

color? Consider words llkehue, value,

intensilt, shade, transparent, opaque, mono-

chr ome, and p oly chrome.

Sp*ee Is the space between the walls of
the pot enclosed or open, deep or shallow?

Can you locate areas of positive and nega-

tive space? (An example of negative space

is the empty space enclosed within the

handle of a cup.)
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'.ffd:pstanr** How would you describe the

surface (rough or smooth, ridged, pebbly,

or grooved)? If the surface shows relief, is

it high, low, or sunken? Are shadows part
of the textural surface? Is light reflected

or diffused? Does the texture vary in dif-
ferent areas of the work?

l*, Note the object's formal qudities.
Formal qualities are grouped according to
design principles such as balance, unity,
proportion and size, movement and

rhythm, emphasis, and pattern.

Halacaae;* Review your list of the pot's

sensory qualities. How are they orga-

nized to achieve balance? For example,

imagine a vertical line through the center

of the pot. Are the sides balanced? How

do shape, color, line, texture, and other
design elements contribute to the bal-

ance? Would you describe the piece as

symmetrical (left and right sides are mir-
ror images of each other) or asymmetrical
(sides appear different)? Now imagine a

line through the horizontal center of the

piece. How would you describe the balance

between the top and bottom?

':::it-y How do the forms of the parts
(foot, body, neck, shoulder) contribute to
the overall form of the pot? How does the

surface decoration of the pot, including
texture, color, and shape, work to make

the pot seem whole? Are the parts har-
monious?

li,: +1.:e*rsi*{oi*ej"c nsa*q Sime What words

',vould you use to describe the size of the

object? Consider words like length, height,
'.,.,idth, volume, weight, thickness. Does the

',,'ork 
have typical proportions for a func-

:ional object (for example, if it was a cup,

:ould you easily drink coffee out of it, by
rolding its handle), or is it more of a sculp-

:ura1 form (a miniature cup or a giant cup)

:ecause of its unusual proportions?

b_ qi
{,**'i.- ,*#F*"

Fig" ?-1,$" What qualities do your s€nses
respcnd tc in this work?
Strrderrt rvork, Eric Vulohistatltey, Flight oui Fali. Ccne 10

stonervare, thrown ard aitered.

Mqpsresmesa* aen*# H{.Eeg'"tsFeaxt Locate and

describe any repeated sensory qualities,

themes, or designs. Are they repeated in
the same way each time or are they var-

ied? Elaborate. Any repeated element con-

tributes to the visual flow and rhythm in
each area of the piece. For example, when

using lines, a series of cross-hatchings on

the body of a pot could slow down visual
movement, whereas a horizontal line

around the body could increase its speed.

Locate any slow or fast areas on the pot.

Describe them and explain why you think
they are slow or fast. What rhythms do

they create?
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Hmrphasis Sometimes one area grabs

your attention more than another-a de-

sign, some textural relief, an area of color,

or even a major theme that tells a story.

Find and describe dominant area(s) in the

example and tell how the artist organized

the sensory qualities to achieve that
emphasis. Emphasis can also be achieved

through the use of simplicity.

Fatters! Are patterns in this work ran-

dom or planned? Are they the result of
repeated colors, Iines, shapes, or textures?

How would you describe the patterns and

where they appear? Consider words like

radial, grid, akernating, border or band.

What contrasts are formed by the use of
pattern?

3 Note the objectts expressive
qualities. Unlike sensory and formal

qualities, which are external observations,

expressive qualities require a further step

to determine how the external charac-

teristics contribute to an expression or

feeling that comes from within the work.

Some examples are:

lb{CI*d How can you describe the feeling

you get from looking at the clay work?

Base your answer on the sensory and for-
mal qualities you discovered. Think about

mood words like happy, witty, whimsical,

pI ay ful, clum sy, rny s t eri o u s, r efl e ctiv e, aus -

tere, calm, quiet.
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Fig, 2-2S. Can you tell how this bornrl was snade? What clues help you determine its technical qualities?

Student work, Emily Rowe, Seahorses,2009. Coiled, slab, carved, cone 06 stoneware, stained and giazed.
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"#*ffis.'t.{}Ht" How do the sensory and formal
qualities you've noted give a sense of the
clay work's energy? Describe that state.

Consider words like tranquil, dynamic, pow

e r ful, lump i sh, r el ax e d, c o nfli ctin g, s t o n elike,

heavy.

' d*aHs Sometimes a work seems to
express an ideal. Some words that signify
those qualities are heroic, majestic, noble,

humble, authoritativ e, r egal

4 Note the object's technical
qualities. Technical qualities relate to
how the clay work was created. What
materials and techniques did an artist use

to make the finished object? These include
the clay, forming process, surface treat-
ment, and firing. Understanding these

qualities can be challenging at first. As you
continue to learn about the many aspects

of clay, you will find that solving technical
puzzles can be a stimulating pursuit.

*Hmy What type of clay body (earthen-

ware, stoneware, porcelain) is the object
made from?

Fs:#cess How was the object formed?
Explain the method of construction (slab,

pinch, coil, thrown, combination).

iF*c*raff i*+sn What decorative technique
was used on the clay work's surface? Use

words Iike incise, carve, paint, wax resist,

burnish, inlay. Comrnent on the use of
color (slip, stain, underglaze).Identify the
type of glaze treatment (crystalline,luster,

enamel, mukiple application).

i-i::!.sag Describe and comment on how
the piece was fired (reduction, oxidation,
raku, primitive, wood, salt).

You can use your sketchbook
as a place to record your impressions

about the work of other artists. List the
artist's name, the date and title of the
work, medium, and firing technique. Then

rvrite your observations, using the steps

of aesthetic scanning as a guide.

Sig. 2-21" Stvang{offee is the title cfthis
throrlrn and aEtered pieee. *{ow would you de-
srribe the expressiv* qualities of this set?
Stuclent -work, .ionnie Perkins, 2007. Coffee pct lvith stand.

ffi Look at the piece shown in
Fig. 2-20.Identify the sensory qualities.

Write as many comments as you can (at

least two) for each design element. As you
outline the object's sensory qualities,

notice how they are organized. Their
organization will be the basis for how you

discover its formal qualities.
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